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Sound Quality
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Notice

ANY TAX ADVICE IN THIS COMMUNICATION IS NOT INTENDED OR WRITTEN BY 
THE SPEAKERS’ FIRMS TO BE USED, AND CANNOT BE USED, BY A CLIENT OR ANY 
OTHER PERSON OR ENTITY FOR THE PURPOSE OF (i) AVOIDING PENALTIES THAT 
MAY BE IMPOSED ON ANY TAXPAYER OR (ii) PROMOTING, MARKETING OR 
RECOMMENDING TO ANOTHER PARTY ANY MATTERS ADDRESSED HEREIN. 

You (and your employees, representatives, or agents) may disclose to any and all persons, 
without limitation, the tax treatment or tax structure, or both, of any transaction 
described in the associated materials we provide to you, including, but not limited to, 
any tax opinions, memoranda, or other tax analyses contained in those materials.

The information contained herein is of a general nature and based on authorities that are 
subject to change.  Applicability of the information to specific situations should be 
determined through consultation with your tax adviser.
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What is Basis?

• It is an income tax measure of your unrecovered 
investment in an asset, whether used for investment 
purposes (such as a capital asset) or for the production 
of income (such as a wasting business asset)

• From an income tax perspective, your basis is 
recovered free of income tax, while only the 
appreciation is subject to income tax as ordinary 
income (in the case of inventory and most depreciation 
recapture) or as capital gain (in the case of net capital 
appreciation for the year, and some depreciation in 
1231 property and real estate)

• The important note here is that basis is an INCOME TAX 
measure – generally the estate, gift, and generation-
skipping transfer taxes do not depend on basis
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So What is the Difference?

• Generally, I am going to refer to any federal estate, 
gift, or generation-skipping transfer (GST) tax as a 
“transfer tax” 

• Transfer taxes are always assessed on the fair 
market value of a transferred asset at the time that 
the transfer becomes subject to a transfer tax (or 
the AVD in the case of the estate tax)

• This means that transfer taxes apply to both basis 
and appreciation
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An Example

• Let’s take, for example, a capital asset subject to 
estate tax:
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An Example

• As you can see, the estate tax applies to both the 
basis and the capital gain, at differing rates
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The Issue

• The problem with this illustration is that it could 
lead to double tax, for two reasons:

• One, the estate tax is tax-inclusive, meaning the taxable 
estate (i.e., the gross estate minus all deductions) is 
reduced by the estate tax payable

• Two, the heirs who receive the capital asset (after 
reduction for estate tax) could be taxed on the gain 
when they sell the asset

• There is relief which prevents this, in the form of an 
adjustment to basis for the estate tax value
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Adjustment to Basis

• In our illustration, the basis gets stepped-up, 
removing the income tax on appreciation accruing 
during the decedent’s life
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Adjustment to Basis

• As an added bonus, for the truly inquisitive, you 
might see that the step-up in basis can be 
compounded in two ways:

• One, on the appreciation component, it can reduce the 
effective estate tax rate by the difference between the 
capital gains rate and the estate tax rate

• Two, it is not dependent on actual payment of estate tax 
– it can be applied to assets which are shielded by the 
applicable credit (which effectively excludes the first 
$11.7 million in assets in the taxable estate, plus lifetime 
taxable gifts, from estate tax
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Adjustments to Basis

• This latter point (i.e., the granting of the step-up 
regardless of payment of tax) is important because 
in the case of other transfer taxes (gift and GST tax), 
in many cases there is only a step-up for the 
portion of gift or GST tax paid out of pocket on the 
appreciation in the transferred asset

• AND, while much of the focus (by media and 
thought leaders) in transfer tax reform is on the 
reduction of the exclusion of $11.7 million, a bigger 
deal may be the loss of a step-up in basis
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Adjustments to Basis

• Generally, Code Section 1014 grants an adjustment 
to basis for assets acquired from a decedent

• While we will not cover all of the permutations of 
this, the general areas of focus are:

• Assets owned by the decedent at death, or previously 
owned by the decedent but included in the gross estate

• This includes the survivor’s one-half interest in community 
property, even though only the decedent’s one-half is included 
in the gross estate 

• Assets never owned by the decedent, but nonetheless 
treated as owned by the decedent (such as through a 
general power of appointment or QTIP election)
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Adjustments to Basis

• Note that while this is colloquially termed a “step-up” 
in basis, it is really an adjustment of basis to the value 
of the asset for estate tax purposes

• Can elect date-of-death FMV, or FMV at alternate valuation 
date (6 months after date-of-death) if a tax is owed 

• So, if the value reportable for estate tax purposes is 
lower than the basis, then there could be a step-down 
in basis

• For example, if you claim discounts in the estate tax value, 
this can reduce the basis as a trade-off for estate tax savings

• The adjustment is not dependent on payment of estate 
tax or even the filing of an estate tax return, which (as 
we will later discuss) can create substantiation issues
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A Note on IRD

• Income in respect of a decedent (IRD) is not eligible for 
a step-up in basis

• The recipient of IRD steps into the decedent’s shoes 
and is taxed on the income when received

• This generally represents income earned by the 
decedent during life but collected after death – biggest 
example would be a tax-deferred asset like an IRA

• But, to avoid double-tax, IRC 691(c) grants a 
miscellaneous income tax deduction for estate tax 
attributable to IRD

• This is very taxpayer-friendly, treating IRD as last-dollar in the 
taxable estate and not tracking it to RMD rules
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Trusts – An Overview

• Trusts, when created for estate planning purposes, 
are often structured as revocable or irrevocable

• Revocable trusts are not used for gift tax planning, but 
instead to reduce court interference through probate 
and/or conservatorship

• Irrevocable trusts, if created during life, often are 
structured to treat transfers as completed gifts with the 
goal of freezing value of gifted assets for estate tax 
purposes

• Trusts created at death generally become irrevocable, 
with a significant goal of spendthrift protection, but also 
with an eye towards using estate tax deductions or 
preventing inclusion in the gross estate of beneficiaries
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Irrevocable Trusts

• There are two questions which many estate planners 
address:

1. Will the trust be included in the grantor’s gross estate?
2. Will the trust be included in any beneficiary’s gross estate?

• The first question has often been a sacred cow – it is 
avoided at all costs

• The second question has often only been deployed 
where a QTIP trust is involved, or where the trust is a 
GST non-exempt trust (more on this later)

• These attitudes were designed to avoid estate tax in a 
world where the exclusion was much smaller 

• The exclusion has increased almost twenty-fold in 20 years, 
from $675,000 at the start of 2001 to $11,700,000 at the start 
of 2021
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What To Do?

• So, with many irrevocable trusts, we will be looking 
at these objectives:

• Do we care any more if the grantor retains an interest in 
the trust at death?

• Are we worried if a beneficiary has a general power of 
appointment?

• Because, ultimately, there is an opportunity to step-
up the basis of up to $11,700,000 in assets for the 
grantor and each beneficiary at death

• The difference is how we get there, and whether 
the rug can be pulled out from under us
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Irrevocable Trusts - Modification

• For existing irrevocable trusts, the trend (under the 
Uniform Trust Code) has been to allow modification 

• If grantor is living, all relevant parties (grantor, 
beneficiaries, and trustee) can consent to 
modification

• If grantor is deceased, beneficiaries and trustee can 
consent to modification so long as the modification 
does not violate a material purpose of the trust

• There is even a UTC provision (Section 416) which 
allows for modification to achieve the grantor’s 
probable tax objectives
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Irrevocable Trusts - Modifications

• There are several issues with modifications, but for 
purposes of this discussion, this is our concern:

• Is the IRS bound by a state-law modification to a trust?
• Traditionally, under the U.S. Supreme Courts’ 

opinion in Comm’r v. Estate of Bosch (1967), the IRS 
is not bound by a trust modification unless it is 
approved by the highest state court

• There is a trend towards recognizing lower court 
decisions, especially when made pursuant to an 
authorizing statute (such as the UTC), but this often 
requires a private letter ruling to be safe
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Examples

• Let’s assume your client, Grant, wants to take the 
following actions:

• Create an irrevocable trust, funded with $11,700,000, in 
which he retains the right to receive income along with 
his spouse and children 

• Give his parents, spouse, and children a testamentary 
general power of appointment over the trust assets 

• Let’s further assume that these are done in a way 
which would not cause any creditor issues 

• What are our blind spots?
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Example 1: Grantor Retained Trust

• Generally, for gift tax purposes only, a grantor-
retained trust must be structured as a GRAT or 
GRUT to value the grantor’s retained interest over 
zero (IRC 2702)

• But, in this case, Grant may not care – he wants to 
use up his entire $11.7 million exclusion in case it is 
lost

• Does this create an issue?
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Example 1: Grantor Retained Trust

• At first glance, no.  Even though the assets of this trust 
will be included in Grant’s gross estate under IRC 2036 
at date-of-death FMV, Grant anticipates that the trust 
will be depleted over his life expectancy

• Grant’s attorney relies on IRC 2001(b)(2), 2001(g) and 
newly-issued regulations, which base the applicable 
credit on the higher of:

• The exclusion amount available at death, or
• The exclusion amount applied to lifetime gifts

• Grant and his attorney reason that even if the exclusion 
goes down, he can lock it in and keep an interest in the 
trust assets
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Example 1: Grantor Retained Trust

• This could be an issue of substance over form.  
Even though this works on paper, Treasury reserved 
the opportunity for future comment on whether 
this arrangement could be abusive

• Grant’s retained interest could make this abusive 
from the outset

• Even if not abusive, Grant’s use of the trust assets 
over time could indicate an intent not to make a 
gift

• So, in the worst case, the IRS could deny the higher 
applicable credit at his death
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Example 2: General Powers of 
Appointment
• The general powers of appointment (GPOA) to 

beneficiaries seem safer, as these would allow for a 
step-up in basis at each generation

• Importantly, if Grant’s parents predecease him, the 
trust assets could get stepped-up at that point

• What are the issues here?
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Example 2: GPOA and GST Tax

• The grant of a GPOA, especially to Grant’s spouse, 
would likely cause an estate tax inclusion period (ETIP) 
which could prevent allocation of GST exemption (from 
Grant or any other beneficiary)

• If there is no ETIP, each time a beneficiary dies, the 
beneficiary’s GST exemption could be allocated to the 
trust

• While this is outside of the scope of today’s discussion, 
this causes a wasting of GST exemption across 
generations (whether or not there is an ETIP)

• But, we will be borrowing from GST guidance condoned 
by the IRS on the creation of formulas
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Example 2: GPOA to Parents

• The grant of a GPOA to Grant’s parents is known as 
“upstream” basis planning, and could be effective

• But, as we will see below with upstream gifting, 
this can cause issues such as a loss of the step-up in 
basis

• These issues are exacerbated by Grant’s presence 
as a beneficiary of the trust 
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Example 2: GPOA to Spouse

• In addition to the ETIP issue above, the grant of a 
GPOA to Grant’s spouse would not qualify the trust 
for the estate tax marital deduction, due to the 
presence of other beneficiaries

• This would also cause a wasting of the basic 
exclusion of $11.7 million, because the same assets 
would be taxed in Grant’s estate and his spouse’s 
estate

• In other words, they would not be sheltering a 
combined $23.4 million from estate tax
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Example 2: GPOA and Over-
Inclusion
• For all beneficiaries, the GPOA could case over-

inclusion in each beneficiary’s taxable estate
• This could cause unnecessary estate tax, and 

hardship to each beneficiary’s family
• What’s worse is that if the beneficiary releases 

their GPOA, they must also release their beneficial 
interest in the trust in order to remove the assets 
from their taxable estate

• This, in and of itself, could cause a taxable gift to the 
trust beneficiaries and still use the beneficiary’s 
exclusion
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Example 2: Simple Solutions? 

• What if, instead of giving each beneficiary a general power of 
appointment over all of the trust assets (or their share of the 
trust assets), we limited it?

• The limitation could be equal to the positive difference (if any) 
between the value of their taxable estates (without the trust 
assets) and the value of their applicable exclusion available at 
death

• This formula approach has been respected by the IRS in marital 
deduction planning, and in GST exemption planning, so it may 
work here but there is no safe harbor upon which to rely

• Instead of granting a GPOA, Grant could leave it up to his kids to 
trigger the Delaware tax trap

• However, this would require the actual exercise of a limited power of 
appointment

• Depending on which state’s laws apply to the trust and/or exercise of 
powers of appointment, this may not be available 
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Example 2: The Wild Card

• What if subsequent tax law changes eliminate or 
limit the step-up in basis? Do we still want 
beneficiaries to have general powers of 
appointment?

• Perhaps we could condition the GPOA on the 
existence of the step-up in basis

• Could we also limit the GPOA to appreciated, non-
IRD, non-QSBS* assets?  Perhaps, but as with the 
formula, there is no safe harbor for this level of 
detail

*QSBS – qualified small business stock, which may be eligible for a gain 
exclusion under IRC 1202 45
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Substantiating Basis
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Is 8971 Required?

• With the new basis consistency regime, a 
commonly-asked question is whether Form 8971 
should always be filed as a matter of practice?

• This may not be a good idea, for several reasons:
• You must file 706, which can be burdensome
• There is no elective 706/8971 condoned for non-taxable 

estates if no DSUE or QTIP election is made
• If there was a previous DSUE election by a deceased 

spouse, this could open up their estate’s 706 to 
examination

• This could limit beneficiary’s ability to later challenge 
basis
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So, What Should We Do?

• For one, good record-keeping is essential
• Even where not required, it is often a good idea when 

administering an estate to get formal appraisals of illiquid 
assets 

• For publicly-traded securities, it may be easy to order an 
estate tax value statement from the custodian or broker

• Trustees and personal representatives have a duty to 
provide inventories and accountings to beneficiaries – could 
this include basis information?

• While there is no active trend here, we could see activity on this 
front in the future

• Action item:  If you are preparing a 1041, inquire as to status 
of appraisals
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What if 706/8971 Basis is 
Changed?
• Where the 706 is subject to examination, one risk you run is 

the increase in basis for a previously-sold asset
• This would cause overpayment of tax on gain by seller

• The seller of the asset (heir, beneficiary or trustee) may be 
beyond the limitations and refund period for this 
overpayment

• However, there is a remedy known as equitable 
recoupment, which allows for the seller to recoup this 
overpayment after the limitations period on seeking a 
refund

• Always check if beneficiary has inherited an asset subject to 8971 
reporting, and if so, check to see if it is subject to examination

• Estate tax closing letter is good way to settle this, but a $67 fee is 
now required to request a closing letter 
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Basis Discrepancies
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What if the 8971 is Wrong?

• We saw the issue with equitable recoupment, but 
what if you are preparing returns for a taxpayer 
who wishes to challenge the basis?

• Can beneficiary do anything?  There likely is not a 
direct remedy to the IRS, so beneficiary would have 
to go to personal representative to request 
amended 706/8971 combo 

• What if this request is turned down?  Or, what if no 
706/8971 is filed and the beneficiary wishes to 
contest reported basis? 
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Beneficiary Substantiation of Basis

• There are some elections to be sought, such as the 
754 election for inherited partnership interests, 
which should be explored

• There is generous late filing relief

• Otherwise, the longer from the valuation date, the 
more difficult it may be to get an accurate appraisal

• What if beneficiary gets their own appraisal?  Does 
personal representative have duty to use that 
appraisal? 
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Beneficiary Uses Wrong Basis

• Where there was an 8971, the IRS can make an 
adjustment based on the discrepancy

• As tax preparer, make sure you ask for 8971 from 
beneficiary

• There could be risk of preparer penalties for 
“unreasonable” position, so for transactions 
applying basis, you may want to consider filing 
Form 8275 in case this information comes out of 
the woodwork
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QUESTIONS?

• Thank you! 
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